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#3. Upgrade leather bags with recycling leather

AEROBAG



+ Concept & Story

+ Inspiration

Disassembling discarded safety car seats & parts for recycling isn’t
easy without technical equipments that they pose a pretty significant
disposal issue.

The challenge was to design a bag with the various discarded car parts.

The design was inspired by the characteristics of the aerodynamic
car design: volume, lines and shapes.

All materials except the handle and hinge used for this hard shell
“AEROBAG” such as leather, audio grill cover, window trim, and seat
belt come from a discarded car.

+ Streamline Car Design



+ Design Inspiration
+ Streamline & Aerodynamic Design

The design was inspired by the characteristics of the
streamline & aerodynamic car design:
volume, lines and shapes.



+ Design Process

+ Inspiration

After a thorough study and oberservation on Streamline & Aerodynamic,
3 bag shape designs  were created which came from the significant car
parts: Car Seat, Car Door, Car Side Mirror.

Among the 3 designs, #3 car side mirror was chosen which best represents
the characteristics of Streamline design aesthetic.

front side

top quarter

+ Computer Generated 3d Egg Shape Design

design sketch #2 - Car Door

design sketch #3 - Car Side Mirror

design sketch #1 - Car Seat



+ Recycled Leather taken from
   a Discarded Car seat 

+ Recycled Leather
The leather used for the bag was taken from the old
discarded car seat for the purpose of sustainable efforts.

Although the 2nd hand leather has scars and signs of usage,
it has a great potential to be restored to give a 2nd life.



+ Material & Colour Usage

Leather Aluminum Perforated Sheet Magenet

Window Trim Safety Seat Belt #B19A7A HEX

To express the smooth and glossy look of the streamline design,
materials with shininess were used.
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+ Sample Making Process

+ Leather Stretching Process

To produce the egg-shaped bag, 3d printer was used to make the upper and lower
base parts. Because of the limit of the 3 d printer, the size of the prototype has been
reduced to 70%.

Leather was stretched to fit the 3d printed bases by applying
water, alcohol and shampoo and anchored with the nails on a wood panel.



+ Prototype





+ CGI Model








